
Monitoring population decline: can transect surveys
detect the impact of the Ebola virus on apes?
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Abstract In 2004 the Ebola virus caused a drastic decline
in western gorilla Gorilla gorilla abundance at Lokoué Bai,
a clearing in Odzala National Park, Republic of Congo.
This decline was detected by observations of gorillas
visiting the clearing. We confirm that the sympatric
chimpanzee Pan troglodytes population was also affected
by the Ebola outbreak, and test whether the decline in the
ape population would have been detected with line-
transect surveys, the most commonly used wildlife mon-
itoring methodology in Central Africa. We also evaluate
the potential of transect surveys for describing the extent
and pinpointing the timing of drastic population declines
when this information is not known from other evidence.
Both nest survey using the marked nest count method and
standing stock survey of other signs of ape presence (dung,
feeding remains, prints) were able to detect the decline.
However, only nests and dung were reliable indices for
estimating the magnitude of the decline and accurately
pinpointing the timing. It was necessary to pool data across
many survey replicates because of small samples sizes. Our
results suggest that transects methods are able to detect
drastic changes in ape abundance but that large sample
sizes are necessary to achieve adequate statistical power.
We therefore recommend that those intending to use
transect methods as tools for monitoring large forest
mammals evaluate in advance how much effort will be
necessary to detect meaningful changes in animal
abundance.

Keywords Ebola virus, Gorilla gorilla, marked nest count,
Pan troglodytes, population survey, Republic of Congo,
standing stock survey.

Introduction

Wildlife monitoring is a critical tool for effective
conservation because information on the distribu-

tion and abundance of large mammal populations is re-
quired for the formulation of conservation policy. A wide
variety of methods are employed to survey mammal
populations. Aerial surveys are commonly used in open
or semi-open habitats but this method cannot be used to
survey animals dwelling in dense forest because canopy
cover limits aerial visibility (however, see Ancrenaz et al.,
2004). Consequently, for many forest mammals ground
surveys are required. However, direct sightings of such
animals are rare in the forest understory and, because large
samples are required to derive precise population estimates,
surveys are usually based on indirect signs of presence. For
example, dung piles are typically used to infer forest
ungulate (Koster & Hart, 1988) or forest elephant abun-
dance (Barnes, 2001). An estimate based on dung counts
requires estimates of dung pile density, defecation rate and
dung decay rate. In the case of great apes, the most
commonly used method for surveying population is based
on counts of the sleeping nests apes make each night (Tutin
& Fernandez, 1984; Hall et al., 1998).

Most estimates of great ape distribution and abundance
are based on standing stock survey methods, which use
a single pass along line transects to count all visible ape
nests. However, density estimates obtained from such
surveys are controversial because of the numerous conver-
sion factors (e.g. nest production and decay rates) needed
to transform the number of nests encountered into number
of animals. Because each conversion factor is an estimate
with an associated error, the cumulative error from
combining the conversion factors usually results in impre-
cise estimates of ape density (Plumptre, 2000; Kuehl et al.,
2007). Furthermore, nest construction and decay rates have
been estimated at a limited number of study sites, and
extrapolation from one time or site to others also leads to
large biases. For example, nest decay rate varies with the
material used in nest construction (Tutin & Fernandez,
1984) and climate (Walsh & White, 2005). Consequently,
the longevity of nests varies with season and each field sites’
specific microclimate. To overcome these difficulties alter-
native sampling methods have been proposed such as the
marked nest count method (Hashimoto, 1995; Plumptre &
Reynolds, 1996), which does not require a decay rate to
calculate ape density. Transects are, rather, repeatedly
surveyed to quantify the accumulation of new nests during
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discrete time intervals. Avoiding the calculation of decay
rate reduces the number of conversion factors and should
lead to more accurate density estimates. Although proposed
. 10 years ago this survey method has not been extensively
tested. Here we examine how well ape monitoring systems
based on marked nest counts can fulfil their intended
function, detecting changes in ape abundance, using nest
survey data that we collected around Lokoué Bai, a marshy
clearing in north-west Republic of Congo that is very
attractive to gorillas.

In addition to nests, various other signs of ape presence
are visible on the forest floor, including dung, remains of
feeding items (e.g. fruit parts, detached vegetation with
basal part consumed) and hand and foot prints. Such signs
are typically more numerous than ape nests and, in areas of
low ape density, can be indicative of ape activity. To test
whether they provide precise and unbiased inferences of
ape density we therefore collected data on these other signs
of ape presence during our surveys in Lokoué.

In the analyses reported here we exploit an unfortunate
natural experiment: an Ebola outbreak in 2004 at Lokoué
Bai. Direct observations at the clearing suggest that Ebola
killed c. 95% of the 377 identified gorilla Gorilla gorilla that
formerly frequented the clearing (Caillaud et al., 2006; see
Gatti et al., 2004, for additional description of the visiting
gorilla population). A sharp decline in gorilla visits to the
clearing allowed Caillaud et al. (2006) to pinpoint when the
outbreak started and ended. At the time of the outbreak,
CD was monitoring the ape population (both gorilla and
chimpanzee Pan troglodytes) in the forest surrounding the
clearing. We have a time series of 14 repeat surveys with
which to quantify ape density before and during the die-off.

Here we use our survey data on both nests and other
signs to answer four questions about the sensitivity of
surveys based on indirect signs in detecting changes in ape
abundance: (1) Can transect data of indirect signs detect
a decline when the date is known (from observations at the
clearing)? (2) Can variation in sign encounter rate be used
to quantify accurately the extent of the change? (3) Can
indirect sign counts precisely pinpoint the timing of the
die-off when the date is not predefined? (4) Which of the
different types of sign typically recorded during large forest
mammal surveys (i.e. nests, dung, feeding remains, and
prints) can most accurately detect and describe this large
and abrupt change in abundance?

Methods

Study area

The study site is in the north-east sector of the Odzala-
Kokoua National Park, Republic of Congo (Fig. 1a), c. 90

km north-east of the Lossi Sanctuary where Ebola out-
breaks were reported to have killed 5,000 gorillas in 2002

and 2003 (Bermejo et al., 2006). The study site encompasses
42 km2 of lowland forest at altitudes of 300–600 m and is
centered on Lokoué Bai, a 4 ha clearing that is frequently
visited by gorillas (see Gatti et al., 2004, for further details
of the site).

Before these Ebola outbreaks Odzala National Park was
believed to harbour one of the largest great ape populations
in Africa, with mean density estimates of 5.4 weaned
gorillas and 2.2 weaned chimpanzees per km2 (Bermejo,
1999). However, Bermejo’s surveys were conducted in the
central part of the Park, all transects were located west of
the Mambili River, and no specific abundance estimate was
available for the east. Our study was initially designed to
assess local population density in the eastern sector of the
park and specifically around clearings, which are attractive
resources to gorillas (see Devos et al., 2008, for details on
ape densities).

Study design and data collection

We placed three concentric circular transects (C
1
–C

3
) south

of the Lokoué River at radial distances of 1, 2 and 4 km from
Lokoué clearing (Fig. 1b), and walked them once per
month. All existing nests were recorded and marked during
the first passage of the transects in November 2002.
Following the marked-nest count method developed by
Hashimoto (1995) and Plumptre & Reynolds (1996), only
newly detected nests were counted during subsequent
surveys. Data recorded for each nest were: forest type, nest
height, nest construction type (i.e. without vegetation,
minimum amount of vegetation, herbaceous vegetation
only, tree branches only, mixed vegetation), and identifi-
cation of the plant species used to build the nest (adopted
from Tutin et al., 1995). These characteristics were used in
discriminant function analyses to discriminate between
gorilla and chimpanzee nests. Nest sites were defined as
clusters of nests of the same age class within 50 m of each
other (Sanz et al., 2007).

We also recorded data on other signs of ape presence,
including feeding remains, dung, hand and foot prints,
direct sightings of apes and vocalizations at close range.
When possible, prints and dung were assigned specifically
to either chimpanzee or gorilla, with prints based on shape
(gorilla prints being larger and shorter than chimpanzee
prints) and dung based on both shape and texture (Tutin &
Fernandez, 1993). Feeding sites were not assigned to species
because the same food items are consumed by both apes
and processed in similar ways (Tutin & Fernandez, 1992).
All food remains of the same age, belonging to the same
plant species, and found within a 20 m radius were
considered a single feeding sign. For example, within
a 20 m radius the observation of a single Marantaceae stem
and the observation of a cluster of Marantaceae stems were
both recorded as a single feeding sign if stems in the cluster
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were all of the same age (thereby considered to constitute
the remains of a single feeding session). The same re-
cording technique was applied to prints and dung (as
several prints or dung piles are often found at a distance
when individuals walk or defecate while travelling).

Data analysis

We used discriminant function analysis to assign ape nests
to either chimpanzee or gorilla. In this analysis discrimi-
nation is based on information associated with individual

nests such as nest type, nest height, and site selection (see
Sanz et al., 2007 for detailed description of discriminant
function analysis, and Devos et al., 2008 for details on
treatment applied to the Lokoué data set). Feeding remains,
dung, prints, and direct contacts were pooled for both ape
species and analysed as ape signs because of uncertainty in
assigning some signs to species.

Caillaud et al. (2006) estimated that the Ebola outbreak
at Lokoué began in December 2003 and lasted for almost
1 year, with most deaths occurring by May. On this basis we
defined two distinct periods and analysis groups within the

FIG. 1 (a) Location of Lokoué study area
(rectangle on Lokoué River) within Odzala-
Kokoua National Park, Republic of Congo.
(b) The three concentric survey transects
(dashed lines), C1–C3, centered on Lokoué
clearing (black-shaded area within C1).
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data collected over the different survey circuits: results of
the nine circuits conducted before December 2003 were
pooled together in one period (hereafter referred to as the
‘before’ period), and data from the five circuits conducted
after December 2003 in another period (the ‘after’ period).
v2 tests were then used to determine if the encounter rates
of ape signs differed between these two periods. This
analytical approach assumes that (1) the number of signs
encountered on transects is linearly proportional to ape
abundance and, therefore, that (2) the number of ape sign
recorded over the 14 walks were not spread homogeneously
in time but biased toward the before period. Expected
values (E) for the v2 tests were calculated for each index
type using:

E ¼ x
ni

ðni þ njÞ
;

where x is the total number of sightings recorded for the
index during all surveys; ni is the number of surveys walked
during the before period, and nj is the number of surveys
walked during the after period.

Because data were collected during three distinct field
seasons, ape nests accumulated between field seasons were
marked during the first passage of each field season and
excluded from trend analysis. For the other signs every
survey month was included in the analysis as only fresh
signs were recorded. Consequently, the number of surveys
assigned to the before and after phases differed amongst
signs (Table 1).

To examine whether repeated survey data can be used to
pinpoint the actual timing of changes in abundance, we cut
the time series into all possible two-period partitions. In
other words, we started by comparing the first survey
against the pooled data for all subsequent surveys. We then
compared the first and second surveys against all others,
and so on. For each pair of partitions we used the
probability from a Student’s t-test (two-sample, assuming
equal variances) as a measure of the encounter rate
difference. P is a good metric of the difference between
partitions because its value depends not just on the means

of the two partitions but also on the sample sizes. If we
assume that most of the decrease in ape abundance
occurred during a single short time interval, as suggested
for gorillas by Caillaud et al. (2006), the time series
partition revealing the lowest value of P would provide us
with the best estimate of when the decrease occurred (i.e.
where evidence of a change is maximal). Because the count
data had a highly skewed distribution, we natural logarithm-
transformed the data before conducting t-tests (adding 1 to
all counts to avoid zero counts). Thus, these tests were
sensitive to major, logarithmic (multiplicative) changes in
count abundance rather than to smaller arithmetic
fluctuations.

Results

Fourteen surveys were conducted over three field seasons
between November 2002 and June 2004 (Season 1: Novem-
ber 2002–January 2003; Season 2: June 2003–November
2003; Season 3: February 2004–June 2004). As the Ebola
outbreak at Lokoué is reported to have started in December
2003 (Caillaud et al., 2006), our last survey season covers
a period in which ape density should have been sub-
stantially lower than in earlier seasons. Total length walked
on each survey was 29.5 km (C

1
5 6.4 km; C

2
5 9.6 km;

C
3
5 13.5 km), with all three circuits surveyed within an

average of 7.7 days (range 5 5–13 days). A total of 1,224

indirect ape signs (60 nest sites, 1,012 feeding remains, 87

dung piles, 65 hand and foot prints) and 32 direct contacts
were recorded. Discriminant function analysis assigned 21

nest sites to chimpanzees and 39 to gorillas.
Before the outbreak (Seasons 1 and 2), the mean number

of nest sites recorded per survey (total along the three
transects) was 7.86 – SE 4.41, 5.14 – SE 3.80, and 2.71 – SE 1.38

for apes, gorillas and chimpanzees, respectively (Fig. 2).
These values fell to 1.25 – SE 0.5, 0.75 – SE 0.95, and 0.5 – SE
0.58, respectively, during the epidemic (Season 3). This
represents a decrease in ape nest sites encountered of
84.1% (85.4 and 81.6% for gorilla and chimpanzee nest sites,
respectively). The decrease recorded in the other indices
was 56.3% for feeding remains (which accounted for 80.5%

TABLE 1 Details of the survey data used in statistical tests to detect differences in ape sign encounter rate before and after the
documented Ebola outbreak.

Index type
Total no. of surveys
included in tests

No. of surveys
before

No. of surveys
after Months Note

Nest sites 11 7 4 12/2002–01/2003 First month of each field
season not included07/2003–11/2003

03/2004–06/2004
Dung, feeding remains,

prints & direct contact
13 8 5 11/2002–01/2003

07/2003–10/2003
Material failure precluded
data collection in Nov. 2003

03/2004–06/2004
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of all signs recorded), 90.2% for dung (6.9% of all signs),
47.8% for prints (5.2% of all signs), and 84.0% for direct
contacts (2.5% of all signs). v2 tests indicated a significant
decrease in encounter rates between the before and after
periods for all ape signs.

The raw distribution of nests recorded over the 11 walks
(Fig. 3) has a large amount of stochasticity, making it
difficult to pinpoint the precise date of decline. The results
of t-tests comparing different partitions of the survey time
series depended on the type of index tested. For ape and
gorilla nest sites (Fig. 4a), the lowest P value of successive
tests appears when comparing the December 2002–No-
vember 2003 period to the March 2004–June 2004 period,
thus correctly identifying the months between December

2003 and March 2004 as a time of major decline in
abundance. For the chimpanzee nest site data, the lowest
P value appeared one partition later (i.e. December 2002–
March 2004 vs April 2004–June 2004), implying a later
start to the decline. Similarly, feeding remains suggested an
onset of decline in the course of 2004 (Fig. 4b). Dung placed
the onset at the end of 2003, the same as for the gorilla and
ape nests data. Both prints and direct contacts (Fig. 4c),
suggest a much earlier onset, with the lowest P value
occurring for the partition November 2002–September
2003 vs October 2003–June 2004.

Discussion

Remaining great ape populations in the Congo Basin are
seriously threatened by both poaching and recurrent out-
breaks of the Ebola virus. It is, therefore, essential that
monitoring programmes are well-planned and yield precise
information that may aid in implementation of conserva-
tion strategies for the survival of great apes in this region.
Our results show that data collected on transects via
a widely used indirect survey method can be used to detect
population changes. For all signs of ape abundance we
examined, v2 tests showed that sign encounter rates before
the Ebola outbreak at Lokoué were significantly higher than
those in the midst of the outbreak. However, the different
signs examined differed in the size of the implied decline in
ape numbers. Based on capture-recapture modelling of
direct observations of gorilla visits to Lokoué clearing,
Caillaud et al. (2006) estimated a 95% decrease in gorilla
abundance. The indirect signs that produced the closest
estimate to this were nests and dung (84–90% decrease in
encounter rate). Feeding remains and prints produced
much lower estimates of decline (c. 50%). Direct observa-
tions and vocalizations recorded on forest survey trails gave
an 84% estimate of decline.

The various signs also differed in the date they estimated
for the epidemic’s onset. Direct observations at the clearing
suggested outbreak initiation in December 2003 (Caillaud
et al., 2006), but only three of the seven indirect signs
indicated the same date: gorilla nest sites, ape nest sites
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(which is a pooling of both gorilla and chimpanzee nest
sites) and ape dung. The other signs either over- or
underestimated the date suggested by direct observations
at the clearing. The issue of the timing of population change
is critical because designing appropriate management
responses requires relating a population decline to some
threat factor. If monitoring programmes provide imprecise
and/or biased information on the timing of a decline, it may
be difficult to determine what caused it.

The differences amongst signs in the inferred sizes and
dates of the decline underline two factors that are critical to

consider when designing ape monitoring programmes:
precision and bias. Some of the differences between signs
were simply a matter of small sample size. For example,
only 21 chimpanzee nest sites were recorded over 11 walks
on the transects. Consequently, it took very little stochastic
variation to shift the estimated size or date of the decline
away from its true value. Direct visual or auditory contacts
with apes were also too sparse (n 5 32) to produce precise
and reliable estimates. Sample sizes for the other signs were
higher but it was still necessary to pool circuits to detect
significant changes in encounter rate or make precise
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estimates of the timing and size of the decline. The large
between-circuit fluctuations in sign encounter rate also
made it necessary to log transform the data to smooth the
variance.

This emphasizes that conservationists need to be aware
of the limits of their survey design and define what they
want to be able to detect with their monitoring data. In our
study each 30 km circuit was walked 14 times, with each
circuit requiring c. 8 days of work and three workers. Despite
these 336 days of worker effort, our sample size was still
inadequate to obtain clear answers to all of our questions.
This has practical implications, as researchers planning
marked-nest surveys will need to invest a large amount of
survey effort, requiring large amounts of time and funding.
Furthermore, our study was conducted in an area known
for its high ape population density, and encounter rates of
ape sign will often be much lower in other locations.

We analysed data reflecting a drastic and exceptional
decline in abundance with a 95% mortality rate due to
a deadly virus. Population decreases that monitoring
systems wish to detect (e.g. related to poaching or habitat
alteration) may typically be c. 30% (Johns & Skorupa, 1987;
Plumptre & Reynolds, 1996; and see Plumptre, 2000, for
discussion on detection of density variation). In areas with
low ape densities, monitoring programmes using similar
methods and levels of effort may thus not be able to detect
such changes in population abundance. Therefore, we urge
those who hope to use indirect signs to detect subtle
changes in ape abundance to evaluate explicitly the statis-
tical power of their monitoring systems and budget efforts
accordingly. Methods for using pilot study data to make
such statistical power estimates are well-defined (Buckland
et al., 2001).

The other issue raised by the observed inconsistency
between signs of ape abundance is sampling bias. Using
a given sign type as an index of abundance assumes there is
a constant relationship between sign density and animal
density (Walker et al., 2000) or, at least, that any hetero-
geneity in the relationship is quantified. This assumption
was reasonably well upheld for nests and dung, as both
produced estimates of decline date and size that were
approximately equivalent to the values indicated by direct
observation at the clearing. However, this assumption
appeared to fail for the other sign types, with large errors
in estimating the extent of the decline or its timing. These
errors may have resulted from seasonal changes in the rate
of sign decay, as may be expected through rainfall effects on
the rate at which footprints wash away or feeding signs rot.
Or they might have been due to seasonal differences in the
rate at which signs were produced, as may happen if apes
seasonally increased their consumption of food items that
are highly visible or resistant to rot. Whatever the expla-
nation, the consequence was that these signs proved to be
unreliable indices of ape abundance. Thus, unless these

seasonal variations in production or decay rate are quan-
tified, we recommend against using prints and feeding
remains as indices of ape abundance.

In summary, our results showed that data obtained from
common monitoring approaches can be used to infer that
a large die-off event has occurred. However, they also
suggest that large sampling effort and sample size are
needed to differentiate between stochastic variation in
sign production/decay rates and real change in animal
abundance. In addition, not all indices are appropriate for
describing changes in population status. We have shown
that to obtain a clear answer from the data, one must know
the relationship between an index, such as ape sleeping
nests, and the animal’s actual abundance. Our results
suggest that nest sites and dung may be the most reliable
indicators of population change, and we recommend a focus
on these signs in future surveys, with site- and time-specific
sign production and decay rates estimated locally. How-
ever, as traditional decay rate estimation methods require
extensive effort, there is still a need to design and test new
methods for monitoring wildlife populations in tropical
rain forests.
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